
Hotel La Canna – Filicudi – Äolische Inseln 

 

Surrounded by vegetation, in a peaceful cool area facing to the sea, in 

harmony with the landscape, a traditional Aeolian house comes up, Hotel La 

Canna, that is opened the whole year long.  

Courtesy of the owners ensures all customers an unforgettable relaxing stay.  

Our 14 rooms enjoy a splendid panoramic view, they are personalized and 

simply furnished, with heating, air conditioning, private bathroom, shower, 

telephone, satellite TV, safe-deposit box, French window. The beautiful view 

repays the fatigue of a long journey: the exposure to the east allows you to wake up 

and see the sun rise between the islands of Lipari and Salina and during the clearest 

nights you can assist to the great eruptions of the Stromboli Vulcan. 

It is good to know that for families with children rooms No. 1 "Standard" and the 

rooms n° 4, n° 5, n° 12 "Seaview" with possibility of a 3rd and 4th bed are 

recommended. The furnishings is equivalent in all rooms. 

 

https://lacannahotel.it/le-camere/


    

The restaurant is renowned for typical fish specialities from Sicilian 

traditional cooking, to be served in the wide terrace with suggestive view to Capo 

Graziano Bay in the summer and in the comfortable little inn during the winter. 

Our food is the pride of the structure, it is famous for its traditional Sicilian dishes 

prepared with simple ingredients, but able to satisfy even the most strict palates. In 

the magical and beautiful setting of the island of Filicudi, in the friendly and 

hospitable atmosphere of our terrace you can taste products from our garden, full 

of the taste of this volcanic and sunny soil, you can enjoy the fish of our seas, 

enriched with old but always surprising aromas, all accompanied by a wide choice 

of fine Sicilian wines. 

The restaurant during the summer offers the chance to have lunch and 

dinner on the beautiful terrace overlooking the splendid view of the bay of Capo 

Graziano; in the winter season guests will be accommodated in the typical tavern 

with fireplace. The daily menu of half-board includes a choice of at least four first 

courses, a second course also chosen among fish, meat, or vegetarian dishes, and 

also provides salad or vegetables and seasonal fruit. Drinks are not included. 

 

 

https://lacannahotel.it/ristorante/
https://lacannahotel.it/portfolio/camere-vista-mare-91011121314/
https://lacannahotel.it/portfolio/camere-vista-mare-4578/
https://lacannahotel.it/ristorante/


          In all seasons Filicudi is the ideal destination for lovers of fishing and diving, 

for those who love nature, trekking, volcanoes and archaeology.  During the 

summer Filicudi is ready to host those who cannot give up the crystal-clear blue sea 

and the warmth of sun. We wait for you soon, ready to welcome you in our house 

with all the warmth that only islanders can give. From the passion of the family 

Anastasi-Merlino for the hospitality and for good food, in the seventies was 

founded "La Canna", an oasis of peace and quietness, the result of a masterly 

restoration of an Aeolian house that has preserved entirely the original structure.  

       

The little Resort is fifteen minutes far from the sea, surrounded by greenery, 

situated in a panoramic position and harmoniously inserted in the landscape. It has 

a lobby, a swimming pool, a solarium, cafeteria, restaurant, and a convenient 

parking. Particular attention is paid to the environment, conservation of raw 

materials and to the selection of regional products; The care for the guests is 

traditionally guaranteed by the host family and the courtesy of staff, in order to 

enable the enjoyment of a relaxing holiday in a feeling of inner well-being. We are 

closed in winter. But please do not hesitate to contact us. 

 

 
 

https://lacannahotel.it/filicudi/
https://lacannahotel.it/filicudi/
https://lacannahotel.it/info-e-prenotazione/

